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Alternate View of Access Control

Revisiting an Old Problem

- Idea: Restrict “user file” access to specific applications

- Fact: Cruft builds on computers

* Contrast this to sandboxing applications

- Problem:

- Natural extension of how users view computers

Any application you run has full access to all your files

* Associate a user file (type) with the file that should access it

- How do we separate user applications?
* SELinux? AppArmor? ... no

Only Quicken
should access the
ﬁles it creates

- Designed to protect the system
- Simply not designed for users

x

- Desired high level policy:

x

?

Only Quicken should access .qdf files!

System Design: Exploring User Interaction
Administrative Tasks:
Make available to Compiler
(Add permissions for gcc)

Editor
(vi)

Create File
(Rules for
initial access
are applied)

Upgrade Editor binary

File1
(x.c)

(Transfer permissions
from vi to vi')

user: jdoe
appl: (vi, rw)

Copy/Move
(Require authorization and
transfer permission to new ﬁle)

Read

File1
(x.c)

Compiler
(gcc)

user: jdoe
appl: (vi, rw)U(gcc,r)

Create File

File2
(x.o)

(Rules for
initial access
are applied) user: jdoe
appl: (gcc, rw)

File1
(x.c)
user: jdoe
appl: (vi', rw)

- Creating a File: Only applications explicitly allowed
may access the file, therefore, we must determine a
default list of applications for each created file.
- Granting Access: Occasionally a user may wish to
open a file with applications that are not in the default
list. Therefore, we must allow the user to explicitly
grant access.
- Upgrading Applications: Applications will be
upgraded over the lifetime of the system, so we must
also update access policy accordingly.

File2
(y.c)

- File System Manipulation: Users must be able to
rearrange and delete files.

user: jdoe
appl: (vi, rw)

The PinUP Implementation
- Application Identification: Applications are identified by
the cryptographic digest of the application binary. This means
a virus infected application will not gain access to files.
- Encoding Policy in the File System: Policy is stored in two
places in the file system. Each volume (file system) contains
a list of application identifiers (aid) with corresponding
names and SHA1 digests (similar to /etc/passwd’s uid and
username). Each file contains a list of aid’s and associated
permissions, e.g., read and write. These application lists
are stored with the file’s inode to avoid low level file system
attacks.
- Specifying Policy: Users specify file access lists with
the pinmod command (similar to chmod). pinmod allows
users to add and remove applications using predetermined
names from the volume application list. This list is defined
by administrators using the pincon (PinUP console) utility.
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Towards Least Privilege Access
- PinUP extends file system protections to explicitly identify the
set of applications that may access each user’s files.
- The policy specification reflects users’ intuition about access:
files should only be accessed by the applications that own them.

Policy Enforcement:
User Space

Files are metaphorically “pinned” to specific applications
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Access File
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(current user process)

Digest(App)

- This approach reduces the significant gap between existing
access control and least privilege frequently exploited by malware
such as viruses, worms, and spyware.
- Future work will reflect on experience with PinUP and further
investigate automated policy derived from application workflows
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